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Curious, determined, and intent on uncovering the mysteries of her world; one of Aloy’s greatest abilities is being able to override and control machines.

The Tenakth Tactician is the ultimate armor to do just that: bolstering her ability to command machines and play the battlefield like a Machine Strike board.

You can click on the image descriptions in this guide to jump to a section.
Aloy has freckles on her nose, cheeks and forehead. The only make-up she applies is a dark eyeliner.
As a warring tribe, the Tenakth use their outfits and face paint to strike fear in the heart of their enemies.

The shape language of the Tenakth derives from the exhibits in their sacred Memorial Grove. The glitches in the museum’s ancient holograms result in oscillating patterns, represented in Tenakth face paint as jagged spikes.
The headpiece for this armor is made from a combination of machine parts and fur, woven together with bamboo and embellished with carved stone, reed stems and decorative paints.
The Tenakh carve robot plates into shapes, often in zigzag patterns to mimic holographic distortions.
On her left arm, Aloy wears padded bracers made of carved machine plates and bamboo weave, strapped with leather and embellished with fur.
The bracers on Aloy's right arm are made of suede and bamboo weaving.
Aloy carries her arrows in a leather quiver dyed to match her armor. She also carries several pouches and a leather rope with her.
The bottom of this armor consists of a skirt made of fur cut into layers and is reinforced by machine parts with carved-out patterns seen in holographic distortions.
Aloy's boots are made from suede and lined with fur and bamboo.